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Abstract—Bus bunching is a well-known problem in public transport networks. It is characterized by a self-amplifying relationship between uneven distribution of rising passenger loads and deteriorating service regularity. The focus of this study is to analyse whether this negative feedback loop can be addressed by providing real-time crowding information (RTCI) on next vehicle departures at stops. We integrate a departure choice model based on stated-preference analysis of passengers’ willingness to wait with RTCI. A proof-of-concept application to a toy-network model shows that this prevents further progression of bunching effects in certain demand conditions. The RTCI usage reveals substantial benefits— in terms of relative reductions in on-board overcrowding, headway deviations, as well as mitigated denial-of-boarding risk—in moderately saturated network. These gains may diminish though as high overcrowding eventually emerges in PT network. Nevertheless, our findings indicate that RTCI has the potential to improve travel experience and service utilisation efficiency, even without resorting to supply-side control strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bus bunching is a notorious and recurrent phenomenon in busy urban public transport (PT) networks. Its working mechanism resembles a negative feedback loop between rising headway deviations and more uneven passenger load distribution between consecutive PT services (departures). This is principally driven by dwell times at stops, which are flow-dependent and increase with extra volumes of boarding (alighting) passengers, causing a delay in vehicle departure. In turn, the next arriving departure will have fewer passengers to pick up, leaving the stop ahead of schedule. In many cases, this effect becomes amplified along the PT line, eventually leading to buses ‘bunching’ together. This phenomenon has major negative consequences for PT passengers and operators, resulting in worse travel experience, disrupted service regularity, arising passenger overcrowding, uneven load and headway distribution in the PT network and thus lower operational efficiency etc.

To counteract this negative, self-amplifying bunching effect, various tactical and operational strategies have been proposed and implemented. Many of these strategies involve supply-side planning and interventions, such as: holding control strategies (which have been hitherto widely studied, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]), robust slack time planning [5], [6], bus overtaking [7], stop-skipping [8], [9], speed control [10], mixed optimisation strategies (e.g. [11], [12], [13]).

Another stream of research concerns the demand-side impacts on development of bus bunching effect. Firstly, [14] demonstrate how the common assumption of constant (uniform) passenger arrivals at stops underestimates the risk of bus bunching, which is likely to be induced (or amplified) with more non-uniform arrival patterns, concentrated around specific intervals. Secondly, a number of papers focus on the top-down application of boarding limits to directly counteract the on-going bunching effect. This strategy assumes that under specific conditions, the PT operator imposes a no-boarding policy, forcing a certain share of passengers to wait for a later departure. Studies have demonstrated its potential effectiveness especially in high-frequency PT services, and either as a sole measure [15] or in conjunction with holding controls [3], [16] and/or overtaking strategies [17].

In another work, [18] have studied this problem from an interesting game theory perspective. They show how the passengers’ obedience of a no-boarding policy determines its overall effectiveness and benefits (or losses) for specific demand groups. Furthermore, findings reveal how the emergence of herding behaviour can nullify the effects of a no-boarding policy and amplify anew the bunching effect.

Another research notion concerns the effects of bottom-up shifts in boarding behaviour in the event of bus bunching, whereby a certain share of passengers waiting at the PT stop opt to skip the first incoming bus trip (which is possibly delayed and overcrowded) and wait for a second bus trip instead. [19] propose a dynamic queue swapping behaviour model. It assumes that passengers waiting at the stop do not aim to board the first arriving departure up to its capacity limits, but form equal boarding queues for both incoming bus departures. Findings reveal its effectiveness in terms of higher headway regularity, lower waiting and in-vehicle times, which can be further amplified by allowing for overtaking between buses. In another paper, [17] simulate how assumptions on different boarding rates can influence the on-going bunching effect. They conclude that a higher back-bus preference can be favourable for operators’ service regularity and passengers’ travel experience, especially if overtaking is not allowed. Both studies point out that such boarding behaviour could be beneficial in mitigating the bus bunching effect and should be encouraged by means of real-time passenger information systems.

Meanwhile, providing information regarding on-board passenger loads can induce a certain effect of willingness to
wait (WTW) to reduce overcrowding – which has been revealed in a number of stated-preference studies [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Their findings already indicate influence of specific choice factors upon the stated WTW, which is driven, among others, by the propensity to avoid excessive overcrowding in the first departure, trip purpose (i.e. higher WTW in case of arrival time flexibility and non-obligatory trips), socio-demographics (e.g. higher WTW for elderly age groups). According to these stated-preference results, the WTW with real-time crowding information (RTCI) can potentially become a significant travel behaviour phenomenon: share of passengers willing to wait for a second, less-crowded PT departure can reach up to 50 – 80% of total waiting demand at the PT stop. Acceptable waiting times were found to oscillate between 3 – 25 [mins], with higher values attainable for regional rail trips [22, 24]. Finally, [25] developed a simulation model for instantaneous departure choice with current crowding information, indicating how the acceptance of deferred boarding among individual passengers can yield network-wide performance and travel experience improvements.

In a summary, state-of-the-art is yet characterised by certain research gap, related to potential RTCI efficacy in preventing the bus bunching disruptions. Simulation studies cited above mostly involve fixed assumptions on the passengers’ boarding behaviour, i.e. with regards to the splitting (boarding) rate or the no-boarding policy criteria, yet (to the best of our knowledge) no evidence-based behaviour models.

In this study, we present simulation analysis of the instantaneous departure choice behaviour with access to RTCI at stops. The model is derived from our stated-preference passenger surveys [24], which reveal a potentially significant WTW behaviour with RTCI. A proof-of-concept application of this model to a toy network reveals that the RTCI-induced WTW behaviour might become useful against the unravelling bus bunching effect, depending on network demand conditions. Implications for further analytical works and the potential of RTCI as an ‘anti-bunching’ demand management tool are discussed in the final section of the paper.

II. METHOD

A. Simulation model - BusMezzo

The proposed departure choice algorithm is implemented within the mesoscopic BusMezzo PT assignment model [26]. The BusMezzo model assumes an explicit, disaggregate representation of the PT system. PT demand is represented by individual travellers (agents) progressing through the network, while PT supply is modelled in form of individual vehicle (bus) trips, described by explicit capacity constraints. It is an event-based model, which implies that simulation processed is triggered sequentially, at every single instance when an action takes place in the PT network – e.g. passenger’s boarding decision, or bus trip entering (exiting) the stop. Passengers’ actions are determined by the probabilistic choice model, described by means of a multinomial logit (MNL) formula.

Importantly, BusMezzo model is capable of representing the mutual, dynamic interactions between PT demand and supply, e.g. in form of flow-dependent dwell times, as well as the passenger overcrowding phenomena such as rising travel discomfort and/or denial-of-boarding and their impact on passengers’ subsequent actions. Consequently, it is possible to capture the emergence of bus bunching phenomenon and how the underlying chain of events induces this negative feedback loop.

B. Departure choice model with RTCI

In this study, we consider the boarding decision problem, where passenger waiting at stop s chooses between boarding a bus trip r – which is due to depart now, versus staying and waiting for the next bus trip r+1 – which will arrive later. This resembles a typical binary choice problem, where probability of taking an action a is a function of its utility u_a, compared against the utility u_b of an alternative action. Choice probability is given by the multinomial logit (MNL) formula (1) which includes choice sensitivity parameter µ:

\[ P_{a,s} = \frac{\exp(\mu \cdot u_{a,s})}{\sum_a \exp(\mu \cdot u_{a,s})} \] (1)

Furthermore, in our analysis we focus specifically on the case of a single bus corridor and assume no availability of alternative travel routes. In such particular instance, action utility is equal to the expected utility of path i, which is the sum of travel time components of each journey stage e, weighted by their relative (dis)utility coefficients. In our case, path utility simplifies to 2 trip components only: waiting time t_w (dis)utility at the origin stop, and total in-vehicle time (dis)utility t_{ivt} towards the destination stop. Since our objective is to examine the impact of RTCI on the willingness to skip the first bus trip and wait for the next one, we set the expected utility v_{s+1} of the second departure as the reference value, while the expected utility v_s of the first departure is multiplied by the WTW coefficient \( \beta_{s,WTW} \), as given by the following formulas (2), (3):

\[ v_{r,s} = \beta_{s,WTW} \cdot t_{ivt} \sum e_{i \in L} \] (2)
\[ v_{r,s+1} = t_{ivt} + \sum e_{i \in L} \] (3)

Without any prior crowding information, \( \beta_{s,WTW} = 1 \) and the default choice preference is to board the first incoming bus trip r - since the expected in-vehicle time disutility is equal for both departures, and the next bus trip r+1 always incurs additional waiting time disutility. However, availability of real-time crowding information (RTCI) for next bus departures may induce willingness to wait (WTW) for the second trip r+1 if it is shown to be less crowded at the time instance r. In such moment, the perceived disutility of first trip r is relatively higher for passengers waiting at the stop s. This is reflected in the WTW coefficient \( \beta_{s,WTW} \) which acts as a crowding multiplier of the first trip r. The additional travel time disutility imposed by \( \beta_{s,WTW} \) depends on the ratio between mean acceptable waiting time at the origin l_{s+1,WTW} vs. remaining in-vehicle time t_{ivt} to the destination:

\[ \beta_{s,WTW} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\frac{l_{s+1,WTW}}{\sum e_{i \in L} t_{ivt}}}{\sum e_{i \in L} t_{ivt}}} \] (4)

In turn, the acceptable WTW threshold l_{s+1,WTW} is a time-dependent function of the volume-capacity ratios of the next bus trips r and r+1, recorded most recently (at the time instance r) at the last upstream stop m (or respectively stops m and n) visited by these trips along the line route L (5):

\[ l_{s+1,WTW} = \begin{cases} \frac{a_{m,n}}{c_{r,m}} + \frac{b_{m+1,n}}{c_{r,m}} & \text{if } m, n \in L \land m, n < s \end{cases} \] (5)

The mean acceptable WTW thresholds are based on empirical results from stated-preference passenger surveys [24] and specified in the Table (1). These findings show that...
willingness to wait is primarily dependent on the crowding level of the first trip \( r \), implying up to a 10-minute waiting time acceptance if it is highly overcrowded (i.e., volume-capacity ratio exceeds 80%).

### TABLE I. MEAN ACCEPTABLE WAITING TIME THRESHOLDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t_{r+1}^{WTW} ) [mins]</th>
<th>( q/c \cdot \text{run } r )</th>
<th>( q/c \cdot \text{run } r+1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( 0; 0.6 &gt; )</td>
<td>( 0.6; 0.8 &gt; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( 0.8; 1.0 &gt; )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*zero values – no WTW applicable*

The above specification depicts the departure choice model in BusMezzo and how RTCI generated in real-time at the upstream stop(s) \( m \), \( n \) influences the instantaneous boarding decisions at downstream stop(s) \( s \), \( s+1 \), ...

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Simulation network setup

Fig. 1. Toy-network layout in simulation experiments. In the “RTCI” scenario, all boarding stops are equipped with information on current crowding levels on-board the next two incoming vehicle trips.

#### TABLE II. TOY-NETWORK - SUPPLY AND DEMAND DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>run time ( t_{run} )</td>
<td>segments A - J 5 [mins]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>origin demand</td>
<td>segments J - K 10 [mins]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_i )</td>
<td>stops A - F 300 [pass./hr]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_i )</td>
<td>stops G - J 200 [pass./hr]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate the potential consequences of instantaneous RTCI availability for passengers in the event of bus bunching, the proposed model is applied to a toy-network shown in Figure (1). This network represents a simplified urban bus corridor with 10 origin stops (A – J) and a single destination stop (K), with an average nominal service headway of 5 [mins]. Additionally, in order to induce the bunching effect in our network, we assume that an initial dispatching disruption of an extra 1 [minute] applies to every second departure from the origin stop A. This implies that actual initial headway oscillates alternately between 4 [mins] and 6 [mins]. While line run times \( t_{run} \) between stops are assumed constant, dwelling times at stops are guarded by a flow-dependent linear function, with dwell times increasing by 3 [secs] per each boarding passenger. Capacity of each bus vehicle is fixed to 200 [pass./veh.], and this limit is strictly observed. Passenger demand consists of 10 OD pairs between origin stops A - J and a single destination stop K. We assume uniform passenger generation rates of 200 [pass./hr] at upstream stops A – F and 300 [pass./hr] at downstream stops G - J. Network supply is generated for two additional 30-minute periods before and after the 60-minute demand generation period (thereby providing additional ‘warm-up’ and ‘cool-down’ service periods).

Passenger demand generation rates reflect a layout of a PT bus corridor which is increasingly loaded with passenger volumes along its route, until a final alighting point (i.e. stop K). Consequently, this enables us to inspect RTCI effects on boarding decisions for various network demand levels, ranging from little or no on-board crowding of buses approaching upstream stops B – D, moderately crowded at intermediate stops E – G, to overcrowded buses arriving at downstream stops H – J. Also, since no alighting is allowed at any origin stop A – J, it is possible to squarely analyse the evolution of bus bunching effect in relation to the RTCI-based boarding decisions.

In the following experiments, we analyse and compare results between the “no RTCI” scenario – where no prior crowding information is available and passengers always boarding the first incoming bus trip, versus the “RTCI” scenario – where passengers obtain and instantaneously utilise the crowding information from upstream stops to evaluate the WTU utility, depending on the (currently displayed) crowding levels of 2 next departures \( r \) and \( r+1 \).

#### B. Results – effects on service regularity

Figure (2) summarises output service regularity, as measured by the coefficient of headway variation (headway CV - i.e., ratio between standard deviation vs. average of bus headways) at consecutive stops. Without RTCI access, headway CV increases linearly from ca. 0.3 at the departure from origin stop A up to 0.65 at the intermediate stop F, indicating a major destabilization of bus operations. It oscillates then (roughly) around this value along downstream line section, and the headway CV at the downstream stop J equals ca. 0.7. In the RTCI scenario, this negative trend is interrupted at stops D and E, where headway CV drops down to ca. 0.4. It hovers then around the value of 0.5 and rises again downstream of stop H, reaching analogous values (ca. 0.65) as in the former case.

Both these plots reveal different evolution of bunching disruption in our toy-network. In the no RTCI scenario, an initial delay upon dispatching from stop A eventually propagates and becomes a considerable disruption. The delayed bus trip is boarded by a larger number of waiting passenger at downstream stops than expected and thereby becomes even more delayed, while the next bus arrives on-time and picks up fewer passengers. This pattern is further amplified in downstream stops, with even greater
discrepancy between actual headways and nominal schedules. Further growth in bunching disruption is inhibited along final segments, as passengers are denied from boarding the fully loaded lead bus, and excessive waiting flows are forced to board the successive bus.

Once passengers utilize RTCI in their boarding decisions, a different bus trajectory distribution can be observed. Although the initial delay persists at downstream stops, an improvement in service headways is especially noticeable around the middle line segment. This indicates a suppression of the bus bunching process, though the bunching effect is not fully avoidable (or mitigated) though. Nevertheless, simulation outputs demonstrate thus that RTCI utilization in boarding decisions contributes to lower headway variations in moderately crowded parts of the network, but is not as effective in highly overcrowded and disrupted service conditions.

C. Results – effects on load distribution

![Fig. 3. Passenger load distribution patterns, emerging in moderate crowding (top) and high overcrowding (bottom) network conditions.](image)

Figure (3) depicts passenger load distribution at selected stops, subject to different crowding conditions. In the no RTCI scenario, it is evident how bus bunching leads to increasingly uneven load distribution across consecutive trips. Consequently, individual vehicles are already approaching overcrowded conditions (over 80%) at middle-segment stops, while trailing bus trips have substantial residual capacity (ca. 50%). In contrast, the RTCI scenario produces a more equalised load distribution pattern, with majority of bus trips operating at 60 - 70% of their capacity.

Further on, results obtained at highly overcrowded downstream stops reveal a more nuanced picture of RTCI effects (Fig. 3, bottom). Initially, as rising network demand inflows amplify the bunching disruption (akin to the ‘snowball’ effect), the WTW decisions induced by RTCI access are not effective enough to mitigate wholly the trip loads’ variability. However, as network inflows become relatively more stable afterwards, the RTCI access leads to a much more even distribution of bus trip loads. In contrast, in the no RTCI scenario, these still tend to bounce alternately between full and moderate utilization. Notably, crush capacity limits are only achieved in case of a single bus trip in the RTCI scenario, while being otherwise routinely exceeded without the RTCI access.

D. Results – effects on travel experience

![Table III. Resultant Travel Experience Changes](image)

Table (3) presents the relative changes in travel (dis)utility components resultant from RTCI utilization in boarding decisions, compared against the baseline no RTCI scenario. We select here three measures reflecting the network overcrowding impact on passengers’ travel experience. Firstly, an interesting outcome in the RTCI scenario pertains to global reduction in excess waiting time (EWT) of 5%. The EWT changes are not uniform along bus line segments, though. These are slightly worse at lower demand stops, which correlates with a sharp increase of WTW decisions particularly among passengers waiting at stop E, who are the first to acquire information on high (over)crowding of approaching buses. However, an opposite pattern is then visible at the remaining downstream stops, where EWT decreases by 10 – 30%, despite highly congested conditions. Consequently, although this might seem counterintuitive at first glance, since RTCI access encourages the WTW choice pattern - individual WTW decisions at different stops lead to an overall improvement of waiting utility in our case study network.

A second favourable effect associated with RTCI relates to a substantial reduction in waiting time due to denied boarding. The latter is overall 42% less prevalent. RTCI mitigates any denial-of-boarding risk at moderately crowded stops F and G, and also to a substantial degree at consecutive stops H and I (by ca. 85% and 50%, respectively). These benefits are attainable thanks to RTCI availability for passengers waiting at these stops, as well as WTW choices made at upstream stops. Passengers at the most congested stop J are not as likely to eliminate the denied-boarding probability, yet still RTCI decreases this risk by about 20%.

A similar pattern, though lower in magnitude, is traceable for the third performance measure - experience of high on-
Our findings demonstrate the potential efficacy of RTCI behaviour with RTCI in mitigating the bus bunching disruptions. Further analytical works are needed to provide more applicable and transferable conclusions. An interesting (and important) point will be especially to conduct simulations on a larger-scale bus network model. These will then confirm whether and how RTCI provision at various bus stops can bring a ‘lasting’ anti-bunching effect along the downstream network, or if the RTCI benefits are limited in scale and/or achievable only under specific conditions.

Our findings from a series of experiments on a simplified bus network model indicate that passengers’ response to instantaneous RTCI on bus departure loads can influence the negative feedback loop between arising headway deviations vs. uneven passenger flow distribution. Potentially, this can lead to PT quality of service improvements even without resorting to additional supply control or demand management strategies. This points to the potential of future RTCI systems to act as a certain soft holding strategy, useful in counteracting the bunching disruptions. However, in contrast to conventional control strategies, it is not enforced top-down upon current PT operations, but arises as a bottom-up passenger decision pattern, yielding benefits for both passengers and operators. Finally, results demonstrated in this paper indicate how modern ATIS tools can be exploited to improve passengers’ travel comfort and systematic capacity utilization, reducing the risk of excessive passenger loads (i.e. overcrowding) in PT services – an issue that is likely to become of paramount importance in context of the post-pandemic travel behaviour changes.
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